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Be Contented
But Don't Be Satisfied
Always Strive Upward

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT

Stick to Sound
Principles, but Adopt
the Better Methods

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
$1.00

BENTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY 20. 1927.
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16 Less at Benton's
Sunday Schools, 15th
Sunday school attendance suffered another relapse Sunday af-

BENTON CITIZENS

VANGUARD OF BIG
SINGING VISITORS
BEGIN TO ARRIVE

"Another Gold Rush'

BOOSTERS TUESDAY

getting back near 600, which it
approached two months ago.
Thousands Expected to 43rd ReLouisville Men's Special Train
Town Board to Make Propomition
There were 520 in the • four
newal of Historic SingWill Arrive Here Tuesday,
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but one more than two weeks ago.
at 5:45 p.m.
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STATES ARE EXPECTED
MADE AT COURT SQUARE
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A large number of Benton
At a meeting of the Town Board
May 15 May 8
visitors are already in Benton
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1...80
welcome the Booster train of the
visiting relatives and friends
and E. P. Tool, director, of the Christian
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69 Louisville Board of Trade, which
with indiciations for a huge
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Paducah Hosiery Mills here Wed- Church of Christ
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throng at the 43rd renewal of the
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Methodist
m., Tuesday, May 24th. The Louisnesday right, it was agreed that
historic occasion here Sunday.
ville Boosters have a special train
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day.
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Held
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ly welcomed byr 0 representative
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Monday Evening; Program
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ter the conclusion of the present
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Is Good.
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of
Asked
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school
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high
the
1st, this year, until, the first of
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was
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program
to
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when the train pulls in to impress and four were expected to go out ing last
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relatives
attended the final rites.
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Simms
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ing
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amination will be held the second
002 030 Olx 6 14 right place.
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Lawrence, Rube Thurston, Napol- Hardin
Thursday and Friday in July of
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eon Hill, Joe Bill Little, John
this
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worn
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was formed at the recent achiveGoheen and Cole
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other
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THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)
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is with them until their artillery spots this litwar
of
fortune
the
but
lessening of the debt.
irg talks were made each and for tile moment, only one casualty, II tle promenade. None of ours in
TREAS LUMBER CO.
every one ending with congratul- machine-gunner, being recorded.
support, you know." Every man
Benton, Ky.
ations of the nice time and exknew as they moved out of the
CHAPTER VIII
tending a hearty wish for another
ahead,
slope
the
flat and ascended
such occasion, all especially lookwas desparate, but
News is scarce this week, the ing forward to a greater crop in Biting the Boche with the Amer- that the case
all their strength
was
end
this
to
farmers ar every busy planting '28. All believeing such would
ican Saw-Tooth Formation.
tobaccorn, cotton, etc. and some
mean two parties.
Not greatly troubled by the
co being set also.
shelling, that died to spasBoche
Our strawberry crops have done
of
ion
The
re-un
second
annual
bursts as the night went
modic
employbetter than was expected,
will be held at on, the battalion mounted through
family
Pace
the
many
to
furnished
being
ment
the Peggy Ann Spring, August the dark to its appointed place.
out-siders.
13th, 1927, second Saturday. All Here, beside a blasted road that
A
The Sunday schools had
by blood or marriage, in- ran along Blanc Mont, just berelated
attendin
Sunday
report
splendid
year is the 100th an- hind the thin line of the Sixth,
This
cluded.
ance, class work and collection.
the settlement of the weary men lay down, and, no
of
niversary
The two schools combined reportsaid spring.
at
orders being immediately forthed nearly one thousand chapters Daniel Pace
C.
R.
Pace,
Grant
:Committee
coming, slept like the dead that
read last week, this is a record
Pace.
J.
M.
and
Cornwell
were lying thickly there. Let the
if
and its coming at this period
worry over the fact that
officers
word
loyal
the
speaks
.the year
It's true, you can lose anything, the French had fallen behind on
•of true success for our communa Alabama farmer has lost his each flank, that the division was,
ity.
to all purposes, isolated far out
pound wife.
285
of
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Holley
in Boche territory — let any fool
worry over the chances of stopping one tomorrow — tomorrow
HIS Gate City of the South on the northern border of Dixie
would come soon enough. "The
believes implicitly in the slogan,"United, we stand; divided,
lootenant says to get all the rest
we fall."
YOU can —don't—nobody need to
—tell—me—tha—"
Louisville's economic interests are largely in the South and its
In the deep dugouts behind the
road the battalion commanders
growth can only be commensurate with that of the South.
prodded at field-maps and swore
Iimmommi•
wearily over the ominous gaps
When business is good in the great tobacco, cotton and corn
behind the flanks — three kiloin
growing areas of the South—when mercantile business thrives
meters on one flank, five on the
The prudent man labors and saves
other, where the French divisions
there—when industry expands—when transportation facilities are
order that he may have in time of need.
had not kept pace. Into these
extended, whether by rail, river or air—when flood or tornado
holes the Boche had all day been
well
as
saving
of
form
visits the South—Louisville feels the effect.
Insurance is a
savagely striving to thrust himis
which
self, and his success would mean
as protection for it replaces that
The Louisville Board of Trade believes with better understanding, mutual symdisaster. Already the Sixth had
hand
a
plays
obliterated by fate—and fate
pathy, co-operation and reciprocity many of the problems of the South can be
a force thrown back to cover the
left rear, disposed at right angles
solved, and its development can be accelerated.
in every man's game.
to the line of advance. . . . And
Louisville wants the viewpoint of Western Kentucky and West Tennessee and
orders were to carry the attack
Be sure that you are insured and inforward at dawn. On top of that,
therefore 125 of its foremost business men are coming to make you a visit. They
sured adequately—most far-sighted men
after midnight a Boche deserter
will arrive in
crawled into the line with the
are II1SURED.
cheering news that the Germans
were planning to attack in force
on the American flanks at dawn;
a division of fresh troops—Prus— had just been brought
sians
Long
Come out to meet the
Successors to Ely &
up for that purpose. It looked bad
Heads of Houses Special of
"IT'S RIGHT IF WE WRITE 17'4
—it looked worse than that.
County
Marshall
Hamof
Bank
George
over
Major
Office
"Well," said
ilton of the Fisrt battalion of the
Benton, Ky.
Fifth, "orders are to attack, and,
by God, we'll attack — a yawn
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(Carried over from last week)
Vernon Kelly of Gilbertrville
Route 1, was a business visitor
here Saturday.
Mrs. J. E. McWaters left Sun-

day for an extended visit
Bruceton, Tenn., with her s,
Sam McWaters and family.
Mrs. Amos English and ch ,
dren of Detroit arrived here Sh
urday to visit Mr. and Mrs. W;
ter English and other relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Barnett Rober
were the Sunday guests of R.

Gives Sound Advice.
on How to Keep Health
Severe Stomach Trouble, Dizziness, and Other Serious
Ailments Quickly Relieved by Tanlac
If good health seems slipping from
you; 11 indigestion, nervousness, and
ailments caused by a run-down condition torture you, benefit from the
experience of Herbert Jones, 202
Loudon Ave., Lexington, Ky., an
employee of the Traction to.
He recently said: "My condition
was unbearable. I watched myself
fade away. Nervousness caused splitting headache* and made it impossible for me to sleep. I was always
tired. Aril when I ate I euffered from
indigestion,and constipation bothered
me a great deal.
"I sought relief from my troubles,
trying this and that without success.
My Custer advised me to try Tanlae.
'In two weeks' time I was feeling
better than I had in months. I eat
everything without a thought of pain.
Tanlac drove away dizziness cauned
by constipation, calmed my nerves.
Thou great tonic surely saved me from
long suffering, banished pain and
built up my strength. I advise everyone suffering as I did to take Tenter."
Mt. June* is only one of thousands

of fortunate met. and women now enjoying the benefits of good health and
made
Vital st rengt h,thanks to Tanlac,
from roots, barks and herbs.
Learn from their experience and
good health and strength can be
yours, too. The first bottle of Tank('
showsamazing results. Ask your druggistfor Tanlac —today! Over 40 milhoe bottles sold.

R E. FOUST
Dentist
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!and skill in war, all their cunning
gained in other battles, and their
hearts lifted up to meet what
might come. "More interval —
more interval there on the left!
Don't bunch up, you—"
The first shell come screaming
-dcwn the line from the right, and
broke with the hollow cough and
poisonous yellow puff of smoke
44.
.20
which marks the particular abomination of the foot-soldier. It
broke fairly over the center of
the Forty-ninth, and every head
N'isk
ducked in unison. Three men
there were who seemed to :throw
themselves prone; they did not
get up again. And then the tight
closed upon the battalion with
the complete and horrid unreality
of nightmare.
The silent ridge to the left ahi.
woke
with machine-guns and
I no,. Um
Coxy, rifles, and sibilant rushing flights
will be of nickel-coated missiles from
Maxim and Mauser struck down
where
the shells spared. An inridge
• t
;:eler the creasing trail of erumpley brown
:ore the figures lay behind the hatta.lion
-11

as it went. The raw smell of blood
was in men's nostrils.
Going forward with his men, a
little dazed perhaps with shock
and sound such as never were on
earth before, the second-in-command was conscious of a strangely mounting sense of the unreality of the whole thing.
The woods on the crest were
as far away as ever through the
murk, their strides got them nowhere, their legs were clogged
as in an evil dream — they were
falling so fast, these men he had
worked with and helped to train
in war. There was a monstrous
anger in his heart . . . a five-inch
shell swooped over his head, so
near that the rush of air made
his ear drums pop and burst. He
was picked up and whirled away
like a leaf, breath and senses
struck from him by the worldshattering concussion.
CONTIUED NEXT WEEK
Tribune Ads brings results.
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BRIENSBURG
(Carried over from last week)
Vernon Kelly of Gilbertsville
Route 1, was a business visitor
here Saturday.
Mrs. J. E. McWaters left Sun-

day for an extended visit at
Bruceton, Tenn., with her son
Sam McWaters and family.
Mrs. Amos English and children of Detroit arrived here Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Walter English and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnett Roberts
were the Sunday guests of Rev.

Gives Sound Advice.
on How to Keep Health
Severe Stomach Trouble, Dizziness, and Other Serious
Ailments Quickly Relieved by Tanlac
If good health seems slipping from
you; if indigestion, nervousness, and
ailments caused by a run-down condition torture you, benefit from the
experience of Herbert Jones, 202
Loudon Ave„, Lexington, Ky., an
employee of the Traction Co.
He recently said: "My condition
was unbearable. I watched myself
fade sway. Nervousness caused splitting headaches and made it impossible for me to sleep. I was always
tired. Axel when I ate I suffered from
indigestion,and constipation bothered
me a great deal.
"I sought relief from my troubles,
trying this and that without success.
My sister advised me to try Tanlac.
"In two weeks' time I was feeling
better than I had in months. I eat
everything without a thought of pain.
Tanlac drove away dizziness caused
by constipation, calmed my nerves.
This great tonic surely saved me from
long suffering, banished pain and
built up my strength. I advise evetyone suffering as I did to take Tanlac"
Mr. Jones is only one of thousands

of fortunate men and women now enjoying the benefits of good health and
vital strength,thanks toTanlac,made
from roots, barks and herbs.
Learn from their experience and
good health and strength can be
yours, too. The first bottle of Tanis°
showsamazing results. Ask your druggist for Tanlac —today! Over 40 million bottles sold.
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R E. FOUST
Dentist

Choice Forests
I IOICE forests in the Pacific Northwest, the West
and the S.-uth prbvide the raw material from which
h:rn her bearing . this trade-mark is made . . .
Nature developed a remarkable combination of qualities
an extensive stand of bouglas Fir in the Pacific Northwest, the source of supply. for a large production of lumber bearing this trade-mark . . . The buyer may have
faith that this trade-mark represents lumber from the best
timber . . . p!us the qualities that skilled and experienced. men can put into its manufacture. That is the
i . . end the accorop1ishmer2t .. . of this trade-mark.

C

Better Teeth
Better Health

We recommend and sell Long-Bell lumber

Renton, Ky.

Gate City of the South on the northern border of Dixie
'eves implicitly in the slogan,"United, we stand; divided,
lie's economic interests are largely in the South and its
can only be commensurate with that of the South.
business is good in the great tobacco, cotton and corn
areas of the South—when mercantile business thrives
when industry expands—when transportation facilities are
, whether by rail, river or air—when flood or tornado
e South—Louisville feels the effect.
Board of Trade believes with better understanding, mutual symration and reciprocity many of the problems of the South can be
its development can be accelerated.

ale

wants the viewpoint of Western Kentucky and West Tennessee and
125 of its foremost business men are coming to make you a visit- They
in
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and Mrs. P. M. Anderson near Waters who died here at his home
October 30th. Another brother,
Hamlet.
Mrs. J. W. Miller has returned Will McWaters died a few months
to Paducah after visiting her ago. ,The three brothers, the last
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Eng- of a large family of children, having died within less than seven
lish.
months of each other and all beV. H. Mobley was in Benton
the agOs of 78 and 84.
tween
Monday on business.
and Mrs. Floyd Dyke am
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny and
were visitors in Padudaughters
children spent the week end with
Saturday.
cah
relatives on Route 4.
Mrs. Will Smith remains sericusly ill at her home near Tatumsville.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Chandler
COURT,
were visitors in Benton Satur- MARSHALL CIRCUIT
KENTUCKY
day.
Insurred Luter of Palma was here George Washington Life
Pl'ff.
Co
ance
Sunday visiting Mr. and Mrs. Will
Vs.
Story.
Rev. Jewel Norman, of Padu- B. M. Philley and wife, Johhnie
cah filled his regular appoint- H. Philley and Mechanics Trust
Def't
ment here at the Christian church & Savings Bank
IN EQUITY
Sundey morning. A large crowd
By virtue of a judgment and
was in attendance.
of Sale of the Marshall
Order
and
Mrs.
Noles
and
Mr.
Grogan
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Penny attend- Circuit Court, rendered at the
ed the burial of Mrs. Rollie Kelly October term thereof, 1924, in the
at the Dunn cemetery Monday above cause for the sum of Six
Thousand Five Hundred Nineafternoon.
Eldon Humphrey was in Ben- teen ($6,519.00) dollars with interest at the rate of 6 per cent,
ton Monday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete English were per annum from the 31, day of
the guests of Mrs. Margaret Eng- October 1924, until paid, and its
lish and family at Scale Tuesday. costs herein, I shall proceed to
W. W. Wilson was in Benton offer for sale at the Court House
door in Benton, Kentucky, to the
Saturday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Greenfield highest bidder at PUBLIC AUCof Cincinnati, Ohio arrived here TION on Monday the 6th day of
Monday on a visit to their moth- June 1927 at one o'clock P. M., or
ers, Mrs. J. A. Greenfield and thereabout (being County Court
day,), upon a credit of six months
Mrs. Rufe' Etheridge.
following descibed property,
the
Mr. anti Mrs. Richard English
were visitors in Benton Thurs- to-wit:
The tract or parcel of land lyday.
and being in Marshall couning
Miss Earline Franklin, who is
attending school at Murray spent ty, Kentucky, and beginning at
the week end here with her par- the south east corner of the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Early Franklin. southeast quarter of section 14,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar English of T. 6, R. 3 E.; thence south three
Route 7, were the week end guests fourths degree west 48 poles 13
links; thence N 84 deg. 10' W.
of Mr. and Mrs. Pete English.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Franklin 238 poles; thence north 8 poles;
and daughter Male Nell of Route thence north 85 degrees W. 80
poles; thence north 86 poles;
9, were visitors here Saturday.
2
/
Miss Lillie Wallace, who is at- thence South 85 degrees East 791
tending school at Murray, spent poles; thence North 1 degree, 5
the week end with her parents, minutes, East 207 poles 15 links;
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Wallace, on thence S outh 84 degrees, 25 minutes, East 64 poles; thence South
Gilbertsville Route 1.
2
/
Miss Hattie Lee Stone, who is 1 degree 5 minutes 206 poles 71
degrees
2
1
/
83
South
thence
links;
attending school at Benton, spent
2 poles; thence south
1
the week end with her parents, East 143/
to the beginning. Being
poles
42
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Stone near
the same land inrespects
all
in
Birmingham.
Philley from his
M.
B.
by
herited
J. H. McWaters was called to
and also
Philley,
H.
C.
father,
Eddyville last week by the death
by W.
Philley
M.
B.
to
conveyed
of his uncle, Isaac McWaters,
deed
Jr.,
by
Bradshaw,
trustee
F.
who died after a lingering illness
8,
1914,
recordJanuary
and
dated
of complications. Mr. McWaters
was a brother to Mr. J. E. Mc- ed in Deed Book 38 page 138, of
the records in the office of the
clerk of the Marshall county
court.
Or. a sufficiency thereof to produce the sums of money so ordered to be made. For the purchase
price the purchaser with approved security or securities must
execute Bond, bearing legal interest fro mthe day of sale until
paid, and having the force and
effect of a Judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.
C. B. COX,
Master Commissioner.
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for time payments
on these cars
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Dealers
(This Year Compared With Same Period Last Tear)

HE demand from car owners for Gum-Dipped Tires has given Firestone
Dealers a large increase in volume enabling them to sell these tires to you
T
at the lowest prices in history.
On the cars of motorists everywhere, these wonderful tires are delivering
unheard-of long mileage with greater safety and comfort.
The Firestone Balloon Tread, scientifically designed three years ago, and unchanged today,follows the contour of the tire carcass with no excess rubber at
the edges to cause"shoulder breaks". Narrow rider strips permit the tread to yield
to depressions and cling to the road, preventing
skidding. This tough, pliable tread has the wearresisting qualities for thousands of extra miles.
Such a tread must be placed on a carcass with
TIRES
the qualifications to withstand the terrific flexAt Low Cash Pr'-.
ing that this design permits. The Firestone carcass
is made of cords dipped in a rubber solution
Fabric ! $6.75
30x3
which not only saturates and insulates every fiber
30x31/2 Fabric
of every cord, but unifies sidewalls with carcass,
avoiding separation under the extreme flexing.
ManyFirestone Dealers are prepared to offer you
$$S
87 8
12
5() a liberal
825
Cord
allowance for your old tires, on a new set
32x4
of
Gum-Dipped Tires to start the motoring season.
:13718705
meet a demand for a low price tire and tube,
To
$17•35
bes1 ith.
iatioon
:..0:1Th
01
33
Firestone designed and manufactures, for Firestone Dealers only,OldfieldTires andTubes,which
Priced Low
carry the Standard Manufacturers' Guarantee.

AN

General Motors car and pay for it while
using it, under the GMAC Plan.
When time payments first became an accepted
form of car purchase, General Motors organized its
own finance company, the General Motors Acceptance Corporation, to make sure that the sale of its
cars on time would be in the buyer's interest and
that the finance charges would be fair.
GMAC rates have always been low; and the last
reduction has saved General Motors' customers
more than $12,000,000.
The Gencral Motors line includes"a car for every
purse and purpose"— a suitable model for every income. You can buy it out of income, paying no more
than the cash delivered price, plus only the low
GMAC financing charge. And the whole transaction is so conducted as to keep your goodwill and
satisfaction.

CLIP THE COUPON
SE THE GMAC PLAN to enjoy a new car

U

GENERAL MOTORS

ture about the General Motors product I have marked below
—together with the name of the nearest dealer in case I may
wish a demonstration. ALSO SEND YOUR PROVING GROUND BOOK_

Name
Address

CHEVROLET

PONTIAC 5 models — $775 to $975

gave out easily

A low-priced "six" which is• quality product in appearance and construction. Value proved by unprecedented
sale. Has largest 6-cylinder engine in its price class.
Beautiful lines. Fisher Bodies. Duce finish. All conveniences.

4

"MY health wasn't any no.
count at all," says Mrs.
'
H. L Cayton. of Washington.
N. C. "I would start to do
my housework and I would
give out before I had done
anything at all. I did not
have any strength,and if I did

Following Dealers Can Save You Money and Serve You Better:

OLDSMOBILE models—s875to$1190
A fine car at moderate cost. Gratifies your finer taste; satisfies every need. Beautiful Fisher Bodies. Duco finish.
Powerful 6-cylinder engine. Harmonic balancer and other
new improvements.4-wheel brakes. And a wide choice of models.

the lecat thing it seemed to

4
4

•
4

4

tax me so I could not finish.
I wati run-down sure enough.
"Several of my friends had
taken Cardui and they said
to me,'Why don't you try it?
I knew I needed something to 4
build up my general health
and to increase my strength.
"Finally one day when I
was recovering from a spell
of sickness, I decided to try
Cardui. I got a bottle and be- •
gan to take it. I could notice •
that I was improving as my •
appetite got better and I did
not give out nearly so quick. •
I took several bottles and I •
felt lots better.
•
"Two years ago I decided
to take it again. It built me •
up and made me feel like a r.
different person. It is the •
grandest medicine for women
that I know anything about." •
•

CARDUI
Fir Female Troubles

7 models — $525 to $745

The quality car of the low-priced field. 3-speed rranstnis.
sion. Strong rear axle. Smooth dry-disc dutch. Over-head
valve engine. Fisher Bodies. Duce finish. Fully equipped.
CHEVROLET TRUCK CHASSIS: Yi-ton, $395; 1-ton, $495.

Run-Down

•

••••CLIP THE COUPON

.1d1 MEI

11111r"
Motors (Dept. A), Detroit, Mich.
I General
pLEASE send, without any obligation to me, illustrated litera-

•

OLDFIELD

now.

Use it to get a better car for what you plan
to spend. Have General Motors quality. Share in
the economies of volume production. Look over
the list. of General Motors cars below. See which
car suits your purse.Then check and mail the coupon.
We will send you full information about that car
and about the fair, low-cost GMAC Plan of paying
for it out of income. Don't wait. Clip the coupon
and mail it TODAY.

•

HavePurchased 100% More

GUM-DIPPED TIRES

Y FAMILY entitled to credit may buy a

OAKLAND 7 models--$1095 to $1295
Winning and holding goodwill everywhere because of its
superior performance. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Rubber
silenced chassis. 4-wheel brakes. A "six" whose quality is
doubly assured as a product of General Motors.

BUICK

18 models —$1195 to $1995

Everybody knows Buick's worth. General Motors emphasizes Buick's statement that its new models represent'The
Greatest Buick Ever Built." Vibrationless beyond belief.
6-cylinder valve-in-head engine. Fisher Bodies. Duco finish.

LASALLE

6 models — $2495 to $2685

General Motors' latest contribution to the fine car field.
New and beautiful car designed and built by Cadillac as a
companion car to Cadillac. Has V-type 8-cylinder engine.
Fisher Bodies. Duco finish. Now on display.

typesCADILLAC 5013°d$I9
25
tso a$nd
s9Ve
pioneer in the 8-cylinder field. Standard of the world.
Improved V-type 90-degree engine. Marvelous bodies by
Fishes and Fleetwood. Duco finish. Choice of 500 different
color anckwholstery combinations to emphasize individuality.

•
•

••

DRAFFEN MOTOR CO.
BENTON, KY.

CALVERT CITY, KY.

[ALL PRICES F.O.B. FACTORY]
ALSO—

GOOD

OSITION •n

**Cured or Your Money Back

If you take the Dreughon Training. tb•
training that business men Indorse. Toll
can take it at college or by mail. Write today,
MaLilOrts PhACTICAL arsons column

tatsaw.Is,

,•••/,ro.-•

FRIGIDAIRE electric re.
1 frigerotors. The largest
I
selling electric refrigerator in
the world. Built by General
Motors. Many models.

•

4 —L..— ....

L

r-1 DELCO.LIGHT electric
plant.. Another General
Motors product. Beings you all
the conveniences and laborsaving devices of electricity.

ogempow am somaco EN isION OMR MIIII 1=IB MIMIi011 OM
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RAIANCE OWED COUNTY
NOTICE
J. D. Cross, Route 5.
Mrs. Walter Chester, of HayIS PAID BY SHERIFF
R. L. Brien, Calvert Route 2.
dock, Iowa, has returned home afthe
at
The following please call
G. G. Clark, Route 4.
ter visiting relatives and friends
In the Sheriff's settlement pubsuperintendent's office and
county
in .the county and attended the
K. H. Wallace, Gilbertsville
in The Tribune-Democrat
lished
past
the
foi
diplomas
their
get
Calvert City commencement week Route 1.
the figures, dated April
week
this
exercises.
J. F. Howard, Calvert Route 2. year as the address is unknown. 23rd, show a balance due the
The new Fisk auto tire is one
Ernest Stringer.
R. Griggs, Calvert Route 2.
county of $891 from the sheriff.
of the best tires on the market
C. 0 Stringer, Route 6.
Beggs.
Josie
Since that time, however, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. McDonald, and sells for less, see Morgan &
Prof. and Mrs. H. L. Kitsmiller,
L. K. Parks, Route 1.
Miller has paid the Vincennes
Beggs.
Hesta
of Indiana, attended commence- of Fiends, who are visiting Mrs. Heath.
0. E. Goheen, Hardin Route 2.
Bridge Co. $864, an order of the
Catham.
Irene
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Draffen and
B. D. Hiett, Route 8.
ment exercises at Calvert City last McDonald's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
court, and retirement of other obMary Lee Dyke.
Calvert
of
Nash,
Mayme
City,
Miss
Calvert
at
W. Stice, Route 9.
G.
Smith,
head
Henry
was
week. Prof. Kitsmiller
ligations entitled the sheriff to a
Mae Hamlet.
Ella
Roy Phillips, Route 3.
of the Calvert schools up to last spent Sdnday here with Mrs. Mc- City, attended the baccalaureate
quietus.
Yates.
Clynto
W. F. Roberts, Route 1.
year but accepted a place nearer Donald's brother, J. Govie Smith sermon here Sunday evening.
Smith.
Verlie
F. W. Chumbler, Route 9.
and family, Mrs. McDonald was. See our line of New Perfection
his home.
Luella Burkhart.
CARD OF THANKS
C. R. Stallings, Route 2. ,
Who will be next to want to Miss Opal Smith before her mar- Oil stoves before you buy. GatlinNina Seaford'
Cypress
Little
Fergerson
Co.
R. L. Jessup,
buy a new range, cook or oil riage.
James Smith.
Binder
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Maddox and Route 1.
McCormack Deering
We thank our many friends and
stove and pay part down from
Lucille Harper.
twine, 500 feet, 10 pounds. Insect family, of Paducah, spent Sunday
for their many kind
B. H. Ivey, Route 4.
neighbors
Morgan & Heath.
Paul Jones.
the short illness of
Julia Wood, Route 6.
during
deeds
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Gough, of treated, at Gatlin-Fergertion Co. here with friends.
Laura Mordis.
for
looking
are
you
if
8.
Ladies
Route
Frankin
is
wife and mothbeloved
Thompson,
Fleming
H.
W.
1).
Mrs.
A.
dearly
the
of
our
Paducah, spent the first
Mae Downing.
we thank Dr.
do
R. H. Rudolph, Little Cypress,
Especially
er.
week here with Mr. Gough's par- fort for an extended visit with her any kind of a new rug or floor
Beulah Dalton.
Sam Henson for being so very
ents, Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Gough. daughter, Mrs. Fred Coe and Mr. covering get prices from Morgan Route 1.
and Heath.
P. T. Karnes, Detroit, Mich.
They will leave shortly for an Coe.
The Jewish flag has blue and kind and patient, also Drs. Stilhas
who
Bearden,
Nancy
Mrs.
and
Ky.
T.
J.
Midyett
Hardin,
Starks,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
R.
J.
Illinois
through
visit
extended
white horizontal stripes with the ley and Washburn.
G. W. Bondurant, Route 1
Rollie Kelly and rhildren.
where Mr. Gough has a large children spent Sunday in Hardin been the guest of. her daughter,
star of David in central field.
R. F. Morrison, Little Cypress
number of engagements for his as the guest of relatives and Mrs. Dan Fiser, in West Paducah, for several months, has re- Route 1.
friends.
The Chinese were the first peoexhibitions of strength.
On an average one person out
Screen doors, screen wire and turned for an extended visit with
Harry Brien, Baldwin, Florida. of every 100,000 is killed by light- ple to use paper money, over 500
Beetle Mort to kill potato bugs
S. J. Cox, Gilbertsville Route 1. ning each year.
and other insects. Will not burn. cream freezers at Morgan and her daughter, Mrs. 0. Brandon
years ago.
and
children.
Heath.
Co.
son
Gatlin-Ferger
at
BIRTHDAY DINNER
Miss lone Wear, of LaCenter, Special $1.35 and $1.50 values
G. W. Bondurant, of Route 1,
is attending the Muray Nor- in cups and saucers and dinner
who
spent Saturday in Benton on
mal, spent the week end here with plates, per set 98 cents. GatlinA very delightful day was spent
business.
last Sunday at Mr. I. J. Phelps,
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Gregory and her aunt, Mrs. Ethel Aaron and Fergerson Co.
You will find metal caskets and near Sharpe, in honor of Mrs.
children, of Inverness, Florida, Mr. and Mrs. Hoye Hiett.
vaults that will last 50 years Phelps and Mrs. Callie Warnick's
steel
Binder
Deering
McCormack
last
of
part
latter
arrived the
week to spend several days here twine, 500 feet, 10 pounds. Insect in the ground at Morgan & Heath. birthday, which was on Saturday
Miss Mary Douglas Bailey, of before. Dinner was spread with
with relatives in Marshall coun- treated, at Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
is the guest of her lots of good things to eat..
Madisonville,
IllChicago,
of
Little,
Blewitt
t
commencemen
the
ty and attend
Those present were:- Mr. and
exercises at Benton high school. inois, is the guest of his mother, uncle, G. A. Bailey and family.
Soy beans, stock peas, millet, Mrs. J. H. Little, near Palma. Mr. If you are looking for a bargain Mrs, Vernon Warnick and son,
water mellon, bean and cucumber Little attended the graduation ex- don't fail to look at Morgan and Mr. Ephraim Rudolph, Rev. S. B.
•
Rudolph and family, Mr. and Mrs.
seed in bulk at Morgan & Heath. ercises at Calvert City last week, Heath's.
left Wednes- Shell, Mr. Ed Rudolph, Mr. Boyd
L.
Trevathan
B.
Mildred
Miss
niece,
his
at
which
Walter Myre and family and R.
day afternoon for Hopkinsville Rudolph, Miss Effie Rudolph, Mr.
With each purchase of five-gallons of gasoline at
L. Myre and family, all of Padu- Little, was valedictorian.
Remember we are like your to attend a meeting of the State and Mrs, R. II. Rudolph, Mr. and
our filling station, we will give you a splendid fan. This
cah spent the week end in Benfamily doctor, we answer all calls Bankers' Association.
Mrs. Clivy Bailey and family, Mr.
fan bears a number.
ton with Messrs. Myre's mother.
flies
off
to
run
you
want
If
Heath,
&
Morgan
night.
or
day
Mrs. Todd Miller and family.
and
Tuesleft
Washburn
L.
Mrs. L.
Each Saturday a number will be posted and if it
day night for Frankfort where Funeral Directors and Efbalm- your stock, buy Dr. Hess fly Rev. and Mrs. 0. H. Hardin of
&
Heath.
from
Morgan
chaser
as the number on your fan you get one-gallon of
the
same
is
Elmer
Mrs.
ers.
and
sesMr.
Dexter,
she will be a delegate at the
carroute
FREE.
of
local
oil
A
number
motor
and
Phelps,
M.
J.
Foust
W.
I.
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
and
Mr.
Mr.
Dawes,
ConfederMusic
State
the
sions of
ation. While there she is the house Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Miller at- meeting of the first district asso- Miss Irene Phelps, Mrs. Stewart
No increase in prices on anything we sell during
guest of Mrs. F. M. Travis, for- tended the graduating exercises ciation, which will be held in Truitt, Mr. Willie Truitt and Mr.
except of course if the market changes.
this
time
Mayfield Decoration Day, Monday Boyd Story.
at Calvert City Friday evening.
merly of Benton.
At
sesthe afternoon
Mk. and Mrs. A. N. Duke. Miss May 30th.
The evening was spent in singBeetle Mort to kill potato hugs
CROWN GAS - POLARINE OILS
and other insects. Will not burn. Della King, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. sion a two-minute talk will be ing which was enjoyed by all.
Benton.
N.
of
S.
Creason,
made
by
atPresent,
Mary
Lyles
and
Miss
One
Cooper
son
Co.
Gatlin-Ferger
at
GOODYEAR TIRES
Can any funeral director or
Grover Treas, of Memphis, tended funeral and burial services
ROUTE 8
Tenn., spent Sunday here with for Mrs. Mary English, at Palma embalmer offer you a better quala
more
you
reliable
ity
or
render
Friday.
A. J. Duke spent
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Treas,
his brother, Cliff
D. M. Ferry's garden seed in service or make you any better Sunday evening with Lane West's
Trees, and sister, Mrs. George
bulk and package, at Galtin-Fer- prices than you will get when you family.
Long and family.
"Where Folks Stop"
go or send to Morgan & Heath.
Co.
gerson
plows,
A. N. Duke and family visited
cotton
drills,
Cotton
The infant son of Mr. and near Hamlet Sunday.
Cliff Trees was a business visitdouble shovels, one horse harrows
KENTUCKY.
BENTON,
Mrs. Hardin Sutherland was burMrs. Solon Hiett and son Loand lawn mowers at Morgan and or in Paducah Monday.
L. Rubel and F. P. Toof, of the ied at Pleasant Grove cemetery phus spent Sunday night with J.
Heath.
H. Smith and family.
Rev. and Mrs. K. G. Dunn and Paducah Hosiery Mills, Paducah, May 19th, at 3 p. m.
Plain white cups and saucers ; Mrs. Sula Smith and son visited
children were the guests of were business visitors in Beaton
and dinner plates, special 75 cents Mr. Jack Pace and family SaturFriday.
of friends in Paducah Monday.
Buy your sugar, lard, bran and set. Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
day.
Mrs. Belle Morse is the guest
G. A. Cope returned to his work
of her daughter, Mrs. Elta Potts, chicken feed from Morgan and
moo
ROLL
Heath.
HONOR
in Paducah 'Sunday night.
and family in Paducah.
2
•. AL
_..,,
Miss Bethel Darnall and Mrs.
jo.:..
•
0•1
Roy 0. Chumbler, Benton.
Dana Faircloth returned to their
,,fto •. •
4 .
Noles,
Portageville, work at the Benton Hosiery Mill
Taylor
.....„„,....- ,pre
amr.-earair••• a,
Sunday nigh%.
Miasouri.
M. C. Kelly, Route 7.
Mr. Kay York and family of
le •.
Glade visited J. H. Smith Sunday
B. C. Binkley, Route 2.
W. H. Stone, Gillsertsville R. 1. evening.
J. J. G. Cope who has been sufE. C. Riley, Route 3.
F. L. Wallace, Gilbertsville R. 1. fering from some broken ribs is
W. S. Walker, Farmington, Ky. improved at this writing.
W. L. Anderson and family
Bell, Hardin Route 2.
Simon
We are proud to be able to offer the people of this
visited Carl Darnall and family
J. E. Houser, Elva Route 1.
community as complete a service as they could get anyT. M. Foust, Benton Route 9. Sunday.
Farmers have resumed their
Mrs. Margaret English,-Route 6.
a
gives
garments
burial
and
caskets
of
where Our stock
Mrs. J. A. Swearingen, Norfolk, plowing after the recent rains.
wide range of choice, and we keep constantly in touch
Virginia.
with the latest developments by the manufacturers in
Don. L. Arant, Detroit, Mich. The Oakland Cumberland Presbyterian Sunday School
N. E. Price, Route 7.
and
stuck
our
look
over
these lines We invite visitors to
Sunday school every Sunday at
Elmer G. Brien, Route 8.
The home owner of toaay builds for the yeprs to
elpipment at any time.
9:45 a. m. Elmer Dawes, Supt.
T. D. Gregory. Route 5.
he wants his dwelling to be as much a part of
come-and
Preaching every first Sunday at
D. E. Booker, Hardin.
the family which shares in his happiness. Let
as
life
his
L. Solomon, Calvert Route 2. 11 a. m. and Saturday before at 3
you
own be a link in the chain of contentment. •
Home
the
p. in. Attendance for May 15th,
W. H. Ivey, Route 1.
46, collection $1.65, enrollment 83,
M. E. Houser, Route 1.
Build It With "Good Wood Goode
Robert T. Crowe, Louisville, We are having a very interesting
church
Sunday school and the
KY.
new
Whatever you are building
Miss Pearl Smother, Benton gives you a cordial welcome to
s
&
Embalmer
Directors
Funeral
come and worship with us at all
Route 6.
home, remodeling, a barn, garage, out
Chas. Cathey, Hardin Route 2. services.
the,

NOTICE
PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNTS MORE THAN
ONE YEAR OLD MUST BEGIN IMMEDI
ATELY THIS IS THE LAST NOTICE.
14. T. Little M. D.
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Growing Fast
Because of Merit
"The Most Beautiful Chevrolet" i.
gaining admirers and buyers faster thai
any automobile made in the world todas.
Discriminating buyers are finding it "thmost economical transportation" and pre
sentable in any company.

One Gallon Oil Free

EACH WEEK FROM JUNE 1ST fo
SEPTEMBER 15TH

"All the world is flocking to
CHEVROLET"
For automobile service of any kin
let our capable, efficient mechanics serv
you. Complete lines of genuine Chevr(
let and Ford parts and prompt service- .-1
reasonable prices.
COMPLETE GARAGE SERVICE

Benton Motor Co.

BENTON FILLING STATION
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Benton, Kentucky
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Remember, that we are closing out •
•huge stock of high-grade shoes at very 8
t _ low prices, some of them as low as 50 cents
Op
•
LI on the dollar.
If you want to save money, come in
I_
'P
•
and look over this stock.
I; .FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

•
•

6,1•P

•

0

,

•

J. M. Tichenor & Sons•
•

Calvert City,

•
Kentucky.

AUCTION SALE

Hardin, Ky.
Saturday May 21st. 2P.M.
Cows and Heifers, most of which are
registered. Jerseys of highest breeding.
Others are high grade. Will also exchange
registered cattle for grades and take the
difference. One of, the best bulls in the
state will be on the ground.

W. D. McKEEL

1411•111311111_011_0111.11MAIMIHMO.0111,11,
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Big Singing Refresh
ments for All The
Family

house or business building-we have
right kind of lumber.
For many years we have been suppling the builders of Marshall county with
dependable lumber. We carry all grades,
a grade for every purpose, and each piece
that goes out from our yards is just what
it is represented to be.
Bring your estimated needs to us for
figures. That costs you nothing and may
save you a good deal.
•

Your Business Appreciated

0.BrandonBrCo
Benton,

Kentucky
The Home of
Good Wood
Goods for
Many Years.

•

When you want to rest a few minut
on Big Singing Day, drop in at our fou
tam n and refresh yourself with a seat a
an exhilarating drink that "hits the spot
We have lots of room to accomodate ma!
at the same time.
FOR BIG SINGING wc
will have plenty of that delicGoldbloom Ice Cream for
sundaes, sodas and cones.

ious

r

1

•

We will have different . kinds
of this splendid cream.

Strow Drug Co
"The Store of Personal Ser:',.e"
KENTIX
BENTON,

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)
R.kLANCE OWED COUNTY
ute 5.
NOTICE
IS PAID BY SHERIFF
hert Route 2.
4 "
the
following
at
please
The
call'
4.
In the Sheriff's settlement pubilbertsville county superintendent's office and
lished in The Tribune-Democrat
this week the figures, dated April
year as the address
23rd, show a balance due the
Ernest Stringer.
county of $891 from the sheriff.
Josie Beggs.
Since that time, however, Mr.
!testa Beggs.
Miller has paid the Vincennes
Irene Catham.
Bridge Co. $864, an order of the
Nlary Lee Dyke.
court, and retirement of other obElla Mae Hamlet.
ligations entitled the sheriff to a
Clynto Yates,
quietus.
Verlie Smith.
Luella Burkhart.
Nina Seaford.
James Smith.
We thank our many friends and
Harper.
neighbors for their many kind
Paul Jones.
deeds during the short illness of
Laura Mordis.
our dearly beloved wife and mothMae Downing.
er. Especially] do we thank Dr.
Beulah Dalton.
Sam Henson for being so very
The Jewish flag has blue and kind and patient, also Drs. Stilwhite horizontal stripes with the ley and Washburn.
Rollie Kelly and rhildren.
tar of David in central field.

NOTICE
PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNTS MORE THAN
ONE YEAR OLD MUST BEGIN. IMMEDIATELY THIS IS THE LAST NOTICE.

On an average one person out
The Chinese were the first peoof every 100,000 is killed by light. ple to use paper money, over 600
years ago.
• "INNER
ul d4ywas spcn:
31r i .1 Phi.
h nr
f Mr-

stERRREfium$$$$$$$
$$ One Gallon Oil Free
$
EACH WEEK FROM JUNE 1ST TO
$
SEPTEMBER 15TH

With ,each putabase of five-gallons of gasoline at
$
$ aur filling stUtion. we will give you a splendid fan. This
fan bears a number.
%
Each , Saturday a number will he posted and if it
is the same as the number
fan you get one-gallon of
motor oil FREE.
No increase in prices on anything we sell during
$
$ this time except of course,if the market changes.
$
CROW.V
$

$

GAS — POLARINE OILS
GOODYEAR TIRES
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Mohundro Honor by
Students of Class

and several aunts and uncles aid
a host of other friends and relatives. A flower that the Lord
gave us, a pure and loving child,
and when we saw her that we
tendered with care, so rudely taken from us, our hearts almost dopaired, but safe in the arms of
Jesus, safe on his gentle breast.
there in the midst of our sorrow,

sweetly her soul shall rest. We
would say to her parents and
sister, weep not, but look forward
when the time shall come when
all will be a reunited family
again.
Burial was in the Hartsfield
cemetery. Services by Rev. Morgan, Filbeck and Stilley in charge.
A friend EMILY.

Rev. C. R. Barnes of Princeton
filled his regular appointment at
The following item from the
the Baptist church here at 11 a. IN-COM-CO, a monthly magazine
m. Sunday also Sunday evening published by employes of the Intreatate Commerce Commission
to an interested audience.
Alice at Washington, D. C., will
Rev. Wiley Mathis of Vienna, be of much interest to many
Ill., preached at the Church of friends of, 0. L. Mohundro, a naChrist Sunday afternoon at 8 p. tive of Marshall county, who is
m. to a large attentive audience, connected with the legal departMr. A. A. Nelson of Benton was ment of the commission.
a pleasant visitor here Thursday.
A copy of the paper was sent
Mr. and Mrs. Roscee Howard
to
us by J. Forney Donaldson, ediof Paducah and Mrs. Joe Howard
tor
of the magazine, who was a
\I of Gilbertsville were pleasant
member
of the class mentioned.
.4 visitors here Monday afternoon.
The
article
follows:Mr. Ben Shadwick who has
been ill for past few months is
improved some past week;
Mrs. W. M. Ledbetter lbd Miss
Virginia Vales of SmithlEnd were
During the month of March 0.
in Calvert on business Wednes- L. Hohundro who is an examiner
day.
on the staff of Commissioner
Mrs. Less Stice and daughter of Woodlock, conducted for the NaPaducah visited relatives here tional University Law School a
the past week.
short course on the provisions
Prof. and Mrs. Herbert Kits- and application of the interstate
NY OIL COMPANY
miller and little daughter of commerce act.
Indiana visited Mr, and Mrs. J.
As an illustration of the interwould be proud to
M. Wallace past week.
est that was enlisted in the work,
make a product as
Prof. and Mrs. H. C. Price and the sessions were held from 7:30
daughter also Miss Maurice. Hop- to 8:30 a. m., the total enrollment
uniformly good as
good left Saturday fro a visit to was 167 and the average attendfriends and relatives in Provi- ance was 143. The membership
dence, Ky.
of the class was made up of a
Messrs. S. A. Schmidt, Elton large number of employees of the
Miller, and Street Forrester re- Commission, more than 90 of the
turned Friday
from extended student body of the University,
southern visit in Venice, Fla., and a number from the other law
other southern points of interest. schools, local practitioners, etc.
Mr. G. L. Draffen and Mr. Examiner Mohundro is entitled
Hodge Leneave left Monday night to congratulations on the success
and always will be.
for Louisville on a business trip of his course, which brought
to be gone several days. They forth general expreseions-of high
were accompanied to Paducah by appreciation from all those who
Mrs. G. L. Dratfen and Miss May- were fortunate enough to be able
me Nash.
to take advantage of the course.
Dr. L. E. Smith and family
At ,the close of the sessions
were the guest of friends in Ben- Examiner Mohundro was presentton Sunday.
ed with a fine brief case by the
Mrs. Lena Dublin returned to members of the class.
her home in Dawson Springs Sunday after spending a couple of
weeks with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Halstead.
On Friday evening, April the
Mrs. Chas. Sewell of Ala., is 29th, 1927, an angel came in a
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. hurried call and took from this
R. H. Dees.
world Ozella. She was 14 years
Misses Lillian and Lois AlveY and 6 months old. She leaves a
left Monday morning for an ex- heart broken father and mother,
tended visit to relatives and Mr. and Mrs. Louie Brandley, one
2•7 AUTOMOBILE ROAD MAPS of Alabama,
friends of Kevil.
sister, Stella and two little brothI Florida, Georgia, Kentucky and Mississippi
Mrs. Jesse Doyle and two chil- ers, Owen and Joe Ted, grandmay be had Free at any of our service stations.
dren are visiting relatives in Pa- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bradducah this week.
ley and Mr. and Mrs. Louie Peck,
Mr. Clyde Smith left Sunday'
morning for Detroit the guest of
his brother George.
People are very busy here now
taking care of their strawberries.
The recent hail damaged them,
but not a great deal.
Mr. Roscoe Albritton has returned from Detroit and is with
his mother Mrs. W. W. English
and Mr. English. Mr. English is
not quite so well this week, he
Ladies, we ordered by long dishas been in bad health for sevmonths.
eral
tance telephone from Nashville WedMr. and Mrs. J. F. Nash were
nesday, and they have just arrived by
in Gilbertsville Monday on business.
express, a large shipment of beautiful

A

"The Most Beautiful Chevrolet" is
gaining admirers and buyers faster than
any automobile made in the world today.
Discriminating buyers are finding it "the
most economical transportation" and presentable in any company.
"All the world is flocking to
CHEVROLET"
For automobile service of any kind,
let our capable, efficient mechanics serve
you. Complete lines of genuine Chevrolet and Ford parts and prompt service at
reasonable prices.
COMPLETE GARAGE SERVICE

Crown Gasoline.
But then,the making
of high-quality products is a tradition
of this company—

I9

resumed their
recent rains.
berland Presbyday School
every Sunday at
ier Dawes. Supt.
first Sunday at
rday before at 3
for May 15th.
5. enrollment 83.
very interesting
and the church
dial ..velcume to
.^ at all
•P

P.M.
rhich are
Jreeding.
xchange
take the
Is in the

The home owner of today builds for the years to
come—and he wants 'his dwelling to be as much a part of
his life as the family which shares in his happiness. It
the Home y ou own be a link in the chain of contentment.

Build It With "Good Wood Goods'
Whatever you are building — new
home, remodeling, a barn, garage, out
house or business building—we have the,
right kind of lumber.
For many'Years we have been suppling the builders•of Marshall county with
dependable lumber. We carry all grades,'
a grade for every purpose, and each piece
that goes out from our yards is just what
it is represented. to be.
Bring your estimated needs to us for
figures. That c9sts you nothing and may
save,you a good deal.
Your Business Appreciated

When you want to rest a few minutes
on Big Singing Day, drop in at our fountain and refresh yourself with a seat and
an exhilarating drink that "hits the spot."
We have lots of room to accomod ate many
at the same time.

The friends and relatives surprised Mrs. Annie Dotson with
her 66th birthday dinner Sunday
At her
daughters house south
of Benton. There was a large
crowd and a fine dinner. Those
who brought dinner were:
Mr. Bill Peck. Mrs. Lucy Peck,
Mr. Cleare Qualles and wife, Mr.
W. C. Reons and wife of Paducah
and Mrs. Tencie Reons, Paducah,
Miss Ozella Poe, Paducah, Mrs.
Bessie Myers, Mr. George Myers,
Mr. Charlie Jones, Mr. Luther
Jones, Miss Imogene Myers, Miss
Pauline Qualles, Mr. Herman
Qualles, Miss Estell Qualles, Mr.
Otho K. Qualles, Mr. Rudolph
Qualles and Mr. George Junior
'Veers Mr. Clyde Peck. Mr. Ray
Peck. Mr. Cecil Dotson and family of Paducah. Mr. Earl Dotson
and family of Paducah.
There were 63 that ate dinner
there Sunday and after all had
eaten and the table put away
they all spent the evening in singing and all enjoyed themselves
fine and Mrs. Annie Dotson received a host of presents for her
birthday.

summer dresses, including 'many of
Georgette and flat crepe—the newest
things for the well-dressed woman.
These marvelous new garments of the
latest mode, are on display on our balcony floor and we cannot too strongly
urge vou to see them and select your
Big.Singing Dress this week end.
Our millinery department never
looked better. New shipments have just
been received and you will be pleasantly surmised at such good-looking hats
at such reasonable p):Scqs.
FOOTWEAR — HOSIERY —
ACCESSORIES
Our lines in these departments were never more
complete. Come in and let tiF complete your Big Singing costume so that you will appear the best.
New footwear in straps, pumps and ties in blacks,
blonds, spike and military heels, that well-dressed woman everywhere are wearing—Hose to match every costume and accessories for every occasion.
Remember that the time is very limited, come in
FRIDAY or SATURDAY.

MEN! Choose Your Wearables from our Large Selection.
will have plenty of that. delicious Goldbloom Ice Cream for
sundaes, sodas and cones.
We will haye different kinds
of this splendid cream.

We desire to thank our many
neighbors era frienda for every
set of kindness end sympathy
shown es during the illness and
death of our dear mother, Mrs.
Mary English. We wish to thank
Dr. Stinson, who so faithfully did
all in his power to lessen her suffering and Bro. Scott who spoke
consoling words of comfort to our
hearts. also Mergan & Heath for
their kind service. May the Lord
abundantly reward all of you is
the prayer of her children.
Allie English. Dow English,
Mrs. Milburn Peck and Elvyn
English.

Oxfords, sox, shirts, ties, spring-hack underwear, Straw hats, caps—they're all
here in abundance men—choose now for Big Singing and be among the well-dressed men in the crowd.
See our FRIENDLY FIVE for men, friendly to the eye, foot and pocketbook, in Black, tan and sport oxford.
Remember that rain or shine, hot or cold, you must wear your straw by Big
Singing. Select yours from our huge stock.

Gatlin-Fergerson Co.
DEPARTMENT

STORE
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and the balance of $891.95 is
tiring 1926 Road and Bridge Bonds
county.
due the general fund of Marshall
SC1
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Respectfully submitted

SCHEDULE "A"

COUNTY REVENUE
192
Assessment as charg- 19
1925
from
Miller
A.
11.
to
ied
certif
Tax
term.
ected at the expiration of his
ed to Joe Darnall and uncoll
0 $1.50.
Jals
and
Advalorum charged ?I, 50, per $100.00
Amount
Polls
Advalorem
00
57
$22
318
152
$182.30
448.50
Dist. No. 1
299
780.53
Dist. No. 2
210
653.11
204.00 19
Dist. No. 3
136
454.57
19
4
201.00
Dist. No,
134
296.33
19
0
01 0
Dist. No. 5
62
186.09
T. of B. .
24
30.70
T. of H.
195.36
Non. Res.
218.07
Promiscuous
5.50
Colored
9
173.21
Omitted
_
1040
75.77

Renew Your Health
by Purification

•
11••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
O
•
•
•
•

Total

SCHEDULE -p"

Back Tax and Miscelleny
n
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Bento
County
all
Marsh
of
Bank
Back Tax 1924,
Back Tax 1924, Calvert Batik
Gilbertsville
Back Tax 1924, Bank of
Bank
n
Hardi
Back Tax 1924,
Birmingham
Back Tax 1924, Bank of
Back Tax 1924, Pearl Smith
Back Tax 1924, Lindsey Heirs
art
Back Tax 1924, Geo. Grosh
(1),11)
art
Grosh
Geo.
1923,
Tax
Back
an
Rickm
M.
J.
Back Tax 1925,
an
Back Tax 1925, J. M. Rickm
an
Rickm
11.
R.
1925;
Tax
Back
Lumber sold to Max Wolfe ..

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M

mote people are learning to assist
their kidneys by the occasional use
of Doan's Pills---a stimulant diuretic. Ask your neighbor!

DOAN'S

60c S
PILL

Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys

Poster-MlIburn Co Mfg. Chem.. Buffalo. N. Y.

in

666

is a prescription for
COLDS, GRIPPE, FLU, DENGUE,
BILIOUS FEVER AD
MALARIA.
It Kills the germs.

STILLEY BLDG., SOUTH SIDE COURT
SQUARE
Good Teeth — Good Health

Filbeck & Stilley
One Million Dollars to Invest In.

FARM LOANS

Funeral Directors
Embalming

The Lowest Interest Rate in America

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

Motor Service Free

Lovett & Lovett, Atty.
A. P. ESTE S& C. 0. DECKER, Agents
Benton, Ky.
Lovett Building

J. P. Stilley

Announcement
New Tent Theatre at
Gilbertsville, Ky.

Goldbloom

ii

The Newest and most up-to-date pictures will be shown.

Every Wednesday and Saturday Nights
RAIN

OR

SHINE.

Very Best of Order Assured by the
Management

as

Ice Cream
IT'S A REAL FOOD

Miles Tent Theatre
A. L. MILES, Owner & Manager

PADUCAH, KY.

GILBERTSVILLE, KY.
-

N.

I.

1
.
P. .

11
.

SCHEDULE "C"

County Revenue-71926
fcr County Purposes 6i 50c
Tax
Advolorem
Tax and Poll $1.50 (tact
20c per $100.00 Road Bond
Advolprem 6 .116
443
.45
$4,134
.
inc.)
Dist. No. 1 (bills No. 1-592,
inc.)
Dist. No. 2 (bills 593-1543,
756
8
8517
46
2
7,6
inc.) .
Dist. No. 3 (bills 1544-2332,
411
93
4,208.
Dist. No. 4. (bills 2333-2872, inge
415
4,534.4$
Dist. No. 5 (bills 2873-3428, inc.)
17
3,420.84
T. of B. (bills 3429-3711, inc.)
32
1,233.
T. of H. (bills 3712-3840, inc.)
05
481
60..64
inc.)
Promiscuous (bills 3841-3902.
inc.)
Colored (bills 3903-3924.
inc.) — 2.130.63
Non Resident (bills 3925-4199,
$34,946.64 2,t+5.;

Any Way You
Figure

BENTON FILLING STATION:
•
•

:J. M. TICHENOR & SONS :
•
•
Calvert City, Ky.
•
•
•••••••••••••010040000000

I,

SCHEDULE "D"
ration Tax
Omitted List, including Corpo
I' IL
Advolorem
to
5.38
$10,87
Omitted Bills, 1-157, inc.

•
•

Benton, Ky.

,

e

• We'll sell you a quality tire that will
• beat mail order prices.
•
•If you buy on Quality
• We'll sell you tires that will beat the
price and out-run the mileage of other
• first grade tires.
•If you want the Best
•
• We'll sell you tires that are beyond corn• parison.
•
•
•
•AND THEY ARE ALL GOODYEARS. •
•
••
•
•,

EAT MORE

1ft

Total

•If you buy on Price
•

Benton, Ky.

Fred Filbeck

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

191!
19:
19:
DEBITS

CONNELL BRANDON.

Uaici2,93

Overdoing?

this April 23, 1927.

SCHEDULE "E"

I

Borrowed Money
all County
Marsh
Note No. 21596. Bank of
all County
Marsh
of
Bank
Note No. 21529,
Total
SCHEDULE "F"

Miscelleny
Marshall County
of
Bank
by
Interest Refunded
State ..
Truck License received from
Tax ...
1926
Penalties and Interest on
Tax ...
1925
on
st
Intere
Penalties and

.

20.".
$
3,553..
1,89.7

Total
SCHEDULE "G"
Paid and Classified as follows:
1926 Road & Bridge Claims;
$ 250;1
January .
February (allowed)
1.680.
March
623
April
1,020.
May
1,01t
June
1,286
July
4791
August
859.
September
October
November
December
..........

SHERIFF'S SETTLEMENT MARSHALL COUNTY
1 926

Comes Connell Brandon, heretofore appointed special Corn-0
to make settlement with H. A. Miller touching his accounts
oner
missi
ected by
as sheriff and collector of all that part of 1925 tax uncoll
tor of
as
and
A.
collec
H.
Miller
said
the
to
ied
Joe Darnall and certif
e
and
Bridg
the
y
of
Road
and
Count
all
Marsh
for
ue
Reven
1926
the
and
ment
wing
t
the
state
follo
to
submi
tax for 1926, and begs leaye
report:
DEBITS
Advol
: orem Tax as per Schedule A hereto attached
6
1 9 25
To
Polls as per schedule A hereto attached
1040
To
To Back Tax and Miscelleny gchedule 13 hereto attached
1 9 2 6:
To Advolorem Tax schedule C hereto attached
To Poll Tax as per schedule C attached
To Omitted Advolorem schedule D attached
To Omitted Poll schedule D attached
i.
To Borrowed Money schedule E attached
hed
F
ule
attac
sched
per
as
To Miscelleny

$ 3,175.77
1,560.00
731.42

Total Debits

$64,263.97

34,946.64
4,429.50
10,876.38
00
69..0
4,500
3,976.26

Total
SCHEDULE "H"

Salaries and Fees
rn, .
Raybu
H.
County Judgge, H.
Cox,
B.
C.
ney,
County Attor
County Clerk, C. R. Smith
Sheriff, H. A. Miller
Jailer, W. A. Duese
Circuit Clerk, A. N. Duke
Road Engineer, John A. Henson
n,
County Health Officer, S. L. Henso
son
Thomp
A.
A.
er,
Coron
—
County Assessor, Sam Ely

so.
91'
74
1,93,
26
1.00;1
13
66
102

.m.0111.11

•
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When Owen Bros., Removes It.
to Owen Bros. And regardless of
the nature of the spot or the delicateness of the fabric, we'll remove it completely.
The low cost of this service is
repaid in the better appearance
and extra wear of your clothes.

Burkeen, Mr. Euclid
the Sunday guest of
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Johnston was in
t Saturday afternoon.
they and daughter
Elmus RuFr, -pent
.- •
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SHERIFF'S SETTLEMENT MARSHALL COUNTY
1 9 26

Total Debits

.$64,263.97

S

SCHEDULE "J"

03
.27
,
2.67
21.39
67e.02

,.$

$700.38

$ 34.22
7.00
180.24
140.25

(

600.00
$960.88

$ 141.85
16.08
28.96
600.00
1,245.25
127.96
117.97

$2,178.08
The above commission is figured on the tax after Exonerations and Exemptions have been subtracted.
Total

$ 271.40
12.00
392.77
879.90
200.00
576.65
1,040.17
225.64
791.07

SCHEDULE "S"
Exonerations and Exemptions
as per order of Fiscel Court

1925:
Advolorem
Land sold for taxes
Other Credits by Order
$4,390.20 Delinquent Polls (530)
1926:
Advolorem •
Land sold for taxes
$
1.00 Other credits by order
4.50 Delinquent Polls (535)
8.37
184.10 Total
343.34
9,199.01
$9,740.32

$143.20
182.63
20.34
808.50

$1,154.67

$250.94
304.21
34.75
802.50

$1,392.40

...

.12,547.07

FINANCIAL STATEMENT MARSHALL COUNTY
1 9 26

Comes Sonnet! Brandon, heretofore appointed by the Fiscal
$364.45 Court of Marshall county to make a financial stattient of the fiscal
'347.10 affairs and conditions of Marshall county, and begs leave to submit
168.13 the following statement:
160.13
Summary of indebtedness taken from Financial Report made
by A. N. Duke and filled as of Jan. 4, 1926, recorded in Order Book
$1,039.81 No. 13, pages 487-507, viz:
$ 854.55
1920 County Warrants, outstanding
8,970.46
1921 County Warrants, outstanding
810.70
$2,073.88 1922 County Warrasts outstanding
428.18
1923 County Warrants, outstanding
1,329.36
outstanding
Warrants,
County
1924
26,381.76
1925 County Warrants outstanding
(1925 Ob.)
749.12
$500.00 1926 County Warrants outstanding
6,000.00
500.00 Funding Bonds outstanding
12,000.00
500.00 Funding Warrants, outstanding
1,500.00
500.00 Notes, Unpaid
500.00
$59,024.13
Total
Marshall
the
Judgment
of
unsatisfied.
Outstanding
and
$2,500.00
Circuit Court in favor of the County Board of Education
vs. Marshall county and not mentiongd in above finan$ 3.280.15
cial statement
$1,000.00
$62,304.28
3,000.00 Total Outstanding Obligations on Jan. 4, 1926
1926
1,500.00
Claims issued and already published, from time to time in
classified as follows:
Tribune-Democrat,
the
$5,500.00
1926 Road and Bridge
1927 Road and Bridge for 1926 obligations .
1926 Salaries and Fees
1927 Salaries and Fees for 1926 obligations .
1926 Paupers
1927 Paupers for 1926 obligations
1926 Public Records and Printing
1927 Public -Records and Printing for 1426 Ob.
1926 Upkeep and repairs Public Property
$700.38 1927 Upkeep and repairs for 1926 obligations
..819.21 1926 Light and Fuel
1927 Light and Fuel
1926 Claims for 1925 indebtedness
1926 General Expense
1927 General Expense for 1926 obligations
1926 Elections
361.71
Total
4,500.00
Money Borrowed on Notes
Liquidated Interest:
Claims dated prior to Jan. 4, 1926
Claims dated prior 1926 (paid)
Claims dated 1926 (outstanding)
209.83
Notes
Funding Bonds (paid)
Funding Bonds (after maturity)
$15.00
Taxes
(1925 & 1926 Drainage)
30.00
(liquidated)
Statistics
Vital
00
0
3
40
5.0
Vital Statistics (liquidated)

$10,564.77
6
73
39...7
7,42
03
3,105.57
155.05
1,086.24
39.75
1,751.16
59
89
8.10
86
28.10
784.99
397.62
5.25
829.44
$28,302.39
4,500.00

$34,946.64 2,953 $4,429.50 (d) On Notes:
$ 52.50
No. 21529 (Bank M. Co.)
700.38
120.00
Co.)
No.
21529
(Bank
M.
"D"
SCHEDULE
819.21
15.00
Bank of Birmingham
Omitted List, including Corporation Tax
36,1.71
22.33
No. 20135 (Bank M. Co.)
Polls
Advolorem
Amount
269.83
$10,875.38
46
$69.00
Omitted Bills, 1-157, inc.
690.00
(e) On Bonds:
20.83
Funding Bond No. 4, Coupons Nos. 4
SCHEDULE "E"
1,039.81
Borrowed Money
Funding Bond No. 8, Coupons Nos. 4 & 5
260.14
$1,500.00 Funding Bond No. 9, Coupons Nos. 4 & 5
Note No. 21596, Bank of Marshall County
260.14
3,000.00 Funding Bond No. 10, Coupons Nos. '3, 4, & 5
Note No. 21529, Bank of Marshall County
30.00
Funding Bond No. 11, Coupons Nos. 3 & 4
$99,208.58
45.00 Total
Total
$4,500.00 Funding Bond No. 12, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, & 5
$99,208.58
Total
30.00
Funding Bond No. 15, Coupon Nos. 4 & 5
Against the above, there has been paid and is due the fol30.00
Funding Bond No. 16, Coupon Nos. 4 & 5
SCHEDULE "F"
viz:credits,
lowing
Miscelleny
Funding Bondi No. 17, Coupon Noc. 3 & 4
$
1.00
Claims
Paid
1920
30.00
$ 20.75 Funding Bond No. 18, Coupons Nos. 3 & 4
Interest Refunded by Bank of Marshall County
4.50
Claims
Paid
1921
45.00
Truck License received from State
3,553.40 Funding Bond No. 20, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, & 5
8.37
30.00 1922 Claims Paid
189.34 Funding Bond No 22, Coupon Nos. 4 & 5
Penalties and Interest on 1926 Tax
184.10
1923
Claims
Paid
30.00
Penalties and Interest on 1925 Tax
212.77 Funding Bond No. 23, Coupon Nos. 4 & 5
343.34
3.0
30
0.00
0 1924 Claims Paid
Funding Bond No. 24, Coupon Nos. 3 & 4
9,199.01
Paid
Claims
1925
Total
$3,976.26 Funding Bond No. 25, Coupon Nos. 3 & 4
22,019.05
45.00 1926 Claims Paid
Funding Bond No. 28, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, &5
1,424.87
paid on 1926 obligations
Claims
1927
30
0.0
.00
0
SCHEDULE "G"
Funding Bond No. 29, Coupons Nos. 4 & 5
2,500.00
Funding Bonds Paid
1926 Road & Bridge Claims Paid and Classified as follows:
Funding Bond No. 30, Coupons Nos. 4 & 5
500.00
Funding Bond No. 4 exchanged for Warrant
January
$ 250.17 Funding Bond No. 33, Coupons Nos. 3, 4, & 5
5,500.00
Paid
Notes
4
35
0..0
00
February (allowed)
000.00 Funding Bond No. 34, Coupons Nos. 3 & 4
1,881.30
County Warrants
30.00 Interest paid' on
March
1,680.78 Funding Bond No. 35, Coupons Nos. 3 & 4
710.83
Interest paid on Funding Bonds
April
623.78
209.83
Notes
paid
on
Interest
$690.00
May
1,020.14 Total
1,039.81
Taxes paid
June
1,017.43 (f) Road Bons:
260.14
Vital Statistics paid
July
1,288.40 Coupons No. 1 from each of Bonds numbered from 1 to
August
479.40
200, inclusive, except No. 37 at $25.00 each.
$45,786.15
$4,975.00 Total
September
(199)
859.25
$99,208.58
Total Obligations prior to January 1, 1927
October
412.65 (g) Interest on Bonds after maturity:
45,786.15
Total Credits against same to Jan. 1, 1927
November
$ 5.83
705.74
Funding Bond No. 2
53.422.43
Outstanding indebtedness as of Jan. 1, 1927
20.83
December
15.00
918.22
Funding Bond No. 3
In the above statement, County Warrant No. 8923 is the
Summary of Schedule "P"
be
used.
last
to
$ 700.38
Total
$9,255.96 (a)
I Connell Brandon do certify that the above and foregoing
819.21
(b)
is a true and correct statement of the financial condition of Mar361.71
SCHEDULE "H"
(c)
shall county as shown by its records of the public offices thereof.
209.83
Salaries and Fees
(d)
This the 26th day of April, 1927.
690.00
County Judgge, H. H. Rayburn,
$ 864,00 (e)
CONNELL BRANDON.
4,975.00
County Attorney, C. B. Cox,
552.80
I, Clint R. Smith, clerk of the county court of said county, do
20.83
County Clerk, C. R. Smith „
941.04 (8)
certify that the above and foregoing is a full, true and complete
Sheriff, H. A. Miller
743.52
copy as filed in my office for record.
$7,776.96
Jailer, W. A. Duese
1,936.58 Total
Given under my hand this 12th day of May, 1927.
Circuit Clerk, A. N. Duke „i
265.24
Road Engineer, John A. Henson
1,000.00 SCHEDULE "Q"
County Health Officer, S. L. Henson,
Miscellaneous Credits
134.63
$426.38
Coroner, A. A. Thompson
56.00 Sundry Claims, 1927 paid
Clerk, Marshall County Court.
34.50
County Assessor, Sam Ely
102.50 Vital Statistics, 1927
p.-

•
•
Calvert City, Ky.
ie
•
•000000000000111000000000

01

Total

e

: J. M. T1CHENOR & SONS :

a

1927 Claims on 1926 Obligations
Salaries and Fees, H A Miller
Magistrates

Interest Paid
(a) On old Claims:
1921
County Revenue-1926
50c per $100.00 and 1922
Advolorem Tax for County Purposes
1923
20c per $100.00 Road'Bond Tax and Poll $1.50 each.
Advolorem Polls Amount 1924
$4,134.43
443
$ 664.50 1925
Dist. No. 1 (bills No. 1-592, inc.)
7,486.88
756
1,134.00
Dist. No. 2 (bills 593-1543, inc.)
7,265.57
646
969.00 Total
Dist No 3 (bills 1544-2332, inc )
411
616.50 (b) On 1926 Claims (Paid)
4,208.93
Dist. No. 4. (bills 2333-2872, inc.)
4,534.45
415
622.50 (c) On 1926 Claims (outstanding)
Dist. No. 5 (bills 2873-3428, inc.)
as follows:
176
3,420.84
264.00
'I'. of B. (bills 3429-8711, inc.)
No 6298
130.50
1,233.32
87
T. of IL (bills 3712-3840, inc.)
No, 6642
481.05
4
6.00
Promiscuous (bills 3841-3902, inc.)
No. 7161
50.54
15
22.50
Colored (bills 3903-3924. inc.)
No. 6637
Non Resident (bills 3925-4199, inc.) - 2,130.63

BENTON FILLING STATION:

M

SCHEDULE "I"

••-••

NCE

.0

Total

SCHEDULE "C"

•
• We'll sell you a quality tire that will 111,
• beat mail order prices.
•
•
est In.
•
•If you buy or Quality
•
•
•
• We'll sell you tires that will beat the•
• price and out-run the mileage of other•
America
• first grade tires.
•
•
•
•If you want the Best
•
• We'll sell you tires that are beyond corn-•
• parison.
•
11•
•
R, Agents •AND THEY ARE ALL GOODYEARS. •
•
enton, Ky. •
..
•
Benton, Kg.
•
•
•

OOD

284.00 Warrant No. 7912 (Lieu Funding Bond No. 4)
479.57
Total
$7,359.88
SCHEDULE "R"
Sheriff's Commissions
4% Commission on $3546.31, col. (1925
$356.00\ 4%, Commission on $402.11, Penalties 1925-6
8.00' 4% on $723.92 Back Taxes
10% Commission on $5000.00, 1926 tax
$364.00 4% Commission on $31,131.43, 1926 'tax
1% Commission on $12,796.64, (Road)
2% Discount on tax paid prior to Sept. 1, 1926 ...

Magistrates
Miscellaneous Fees

$731.42 SCHEDULE "P"

Total

•
•
•
•
•

Comes Connell Brandon, heretofore appointed special Commissioner to make settlement with H. A. Miller touching his accounts
as sheriff and collector of all that part of 1925 tax uncollected by
-toe Darnall and certified to the said H. A. Miller and as collector of
-the 1926 Revenue for Marshall County and of the Road and Bridge
tax for 1926, and begs leaye to submit the following statement and
report:
DEBITS
1 9 2 5:
To Advolorem Tax as per Schedule A hereto attached
$ 3,175.77
To 1040 Polls as per schedule A hereto attached
1,560.00
To Back Tax'and Mis4elleny schedule B hereto attached....
731.42
1 9 2 6:
To Advolorem Tax schedule C hereto attached
34,946.64
To Poll Tax as per Schedule C attached
4,429.50
To Omitted Advolorem schedule D attached
10,875.38
To Omitted Poll schedule D attached
69.00
To Borrowed Money schedule E attached
4,500.00
To Miscelleny as per schedule F attached
3,976.26

$ 9,255.96
7,359.89
364.00
4,390.20
9,740.32
1,039.81
2,073.88
2,500.00
5,500.00
7,776.96
960.88
2,178.08
2,547.07

Miscellaneous Expenditures
General
Total Credits
$55,687.04 Supplies and Repairs
Telephone
Total Debits
$64,263.97
Traveling Expenses
Total Credits
58,687.04
Elections
Light
due
Balance
Marshall County
$ 8,576.93
Fuel
Records, Stationery, Supplies etc.
Of the above balance due Marshall county, there has been Vital Statistics, 1926
paid Road and Bridge Interest account $5,025.00 and $2,659.98 there- Repairs & Upkeep Public Property
from has been passed to the Sinking Fund for the purpose of retiring 1926 Road and Bridge Bonds and the balance of $891.95 is Total
due the general fund of Marshall county.
SCHEDULE "K"
RespectfullY submitted this April 23, 1927.
Old Debts Paid
filedi
1920
as
per
voucher
Claims,
CONNELL BRANDON.
1921 Claims,, as per voucher filed
DEBITS 1922 Claims, as per voucher filed
SCHEDULE "A"
1923 Claims, as per voucher filed
COUNTY REVENUE
1924 Claims, as per voucher filed
Tax certified to H. A. Miller from 1925 Assessment as charg- 1925 Claims, as per
voucher filed
ed to Joe Darnall and uncollected at the expiration of his term.
Advalorem charged qi) 50c per $100.00 and Jolts qi) $1.50. Total
Amount
Polls
Advalorem
$228.00
$182.30
152
Dist. No. 1
448.50 SCHEDULE "Lit
780.53
299
Dist. No. 2
Taxes Paid
315.00
210
653.11
That. No. 3
Swamp
1925
Cypress
Drainage
Tax
204.00
136
454.57
Dist. No. 4
1926
Drainage
Tax
Cypress
Swamp
204.00
134
296.33
Dist. No. 5
Fork
1925
West
Drainage
Tax
62
93.00
186.09
T. of B.
36.00 1926 West Fork Drainage Tax •
24
30.70
T. of H.
195.36
Non. Res.
9.00 Total
218.07
6
Promiscuous
8
5.50
12.00
Colored
173.21
13.50 SCHEDULE "M"
Omitted
9
Claims as per vouchers filed (paupers)
$1,560.00
1040
$3,175.77
Total
SCHEDULE "N"
Funding Bonds Paid
SCHEDULE "B"
Bond No. 1
Back Tax and Miscelleny
$248.80 Bond No. 2
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Benton
102.22 Bond No. 3
County
'
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Marshall
92.66 Bond No. 8
Back Tax 1924, Calvert Bank
72.32 Bond No. 9
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Gilbertsville
85.79
Back Tax 1924, Hardin Bank
88.31 Total
Back Tax 1924, Bank of Birmingham
10.87
Back Tax 1924, Pearl Smith
4.87 SCHEDULE "Q"
Back Tax 1924, Lindsey Heirs
Notes for Borrowed Money, Paid
.. 5.73
Back Tax 1924, GO. Groshart
1.50 No. 20135, Bank of Marshall County
Back Tax 1923, Geo. Groshart (Poll)
2.38 No. 21529, Bank of Marshall County
Back Tax 1925, J. M. Rickman
2.30 No. 21596, Bank of Marshall County
Back Tax 1925, J. M. Rickman
6.17
Back Tax 1925, R. H. Rickman
7.50 Total
Lumber sold to Max Wolfe

Simple. Just send .your clothes

n *as, the Sunday
r. and Mrs. Vernie

CREDITS
1926 Road and Bridge Claims, as per schedule G
1926 Claims, Salaries and Fees per schedule H
1927 Claims paid schedule I
Miscellaneous Expenditures per schedule J
Old Debts paid per schedule K
Taxes paid per schedule L
Claims paid as per vouchers filed (paupers) M
Funding Bonds paid schedule N
Notes paid schedule 0
Interest paid 2 "P"
Miscellaneous Credits "Q"
Sheriff's Commissions "R"
Exonerations and Exemptions "S"

FRIDAY, MAY 20, 1927

,

